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These Giclée printsare unframed and hand-signed by the photographer, Michael Allen.
Giclée prints are made with archival materials to ensure the prints you purchase will
last for generations.

ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPHS:

“LUCILLE’S GAS STATION” and “GAS PUMP GLOBE”
photographs by Michael Allen
I made this photograph in February, 2020. It’s a location I know well. Lucille’s Gas Station
is a classic and historic gas station along renouned Route 66 near Hydro, Oklahoma.
The Station was built in 1929 by Carl Ditmore. In 1941, the Hamons family took over the
operation of the station and Lucille Hamons, for which the service station is named, ran the
business for sixty years. She quickly became one of the highway’s legendary characters.
Her self-reliance and generous assistance to motorists earned her the nickname “Mother
of the Mother Road.” In 1971, the completed section of Interstate 40 cut the station off from
direct access to the new highway, but Lucille found a way to survive. She installed a beer
cooler, and her best regulars were the boys at Southwestern Oklahoma State University
in nearby Weatherford (a dry town). I was a frequent visitor at Lucille’s while I attending
college (1963–67) in Weatherford. Lucille didn’t check IDs. She kept the station open until
the day she died, August 18, 2000. What fond memories I have for Lucille’s Gas Station. I
didn’t know Lucille was going to be famous.
During my last year as a student at Southwestern, I lived in an apartment above a grocery
store on Main Street in Weatherford. Main Street was Route 66. Interstate 40 didn’t exist in
the area. Gazing out of my apartment window I saw the whole world pass by on the
“Mother Road.”
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:

“1938 HISPANA-SUIZA H6B DUBONNET ‘XENIA’ COUPE”
photograph by Michael Allen
I photographed this automobile at the Frist Art Museum, Nashville, Tennessee, in 2015.
André Dubonnet was Franceʼs aperitif baron as well as an amateur racing driver and inventor.
Dubonnet worked with engineer Antoine-Marie Chedru to develop and patent an independent
front-suspension system in 1927that was used by General Motors and Alfa Romeo.
Following the 1932Paris Auto Salon, Dubonnet acquired a French built Hispano-Suiza
chassis, which he used to create a rollingshowcase for his ideas. This car was designed by
Jean Andreau, known for avant-garde streamlined aircraft and automotive creations, and hand-built
by the coach-building shop of Jacques Saoutchik.
The body resembled an airplane fuselage. Curved glass was used, including a panoramic
windscreen (not seen again until General Motors cars of the 1950s),and Plexiglas side
windows that opened upward in gull-wing fashion. The side doors, suspended on large hinges,
opened rearward in “suicide” fashion. A tapered fastback was crowned with a triangularrear
window. The car featured Dubonnetʼs hyperflex independent front suspension system.
The original Hispano-Suiza chassis sat high off the ground, and the “Xenia”—named for
Dubonnetʼsdeceased wife, Xenia Johnson—was built atop the frame, so while its overall
appearance is sleek and elegant, it is a comparatively tall and heavy car. Dramatically
different from its contemporaries, the “Xenia” appears far more modern than almost any other
1930s-era automotive design.
From the Collection of Peter Mullin Automotive Museum Foundation, Los Angeles, California
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“LAKE ALTUS-LUGERT DAM”
photograph by Michael Allen
I made this photo on December 6, 2019, in southwestern Oklahoma. Pictured are my new
friends of the Oklahoma Highway Patrol: Troopers Chris Newcomb and George Hoyle. My
parents and I went to the dedication of the Dam in 1947. I don’t remember the event. I was
two years old.
Lake Lugert was created over the former town of Lugert (founded in 1902) which was destroyed by a tornado on April 27, 1912. One can see the old foundations of the houses which
used to stand in the area. Layers of brick and weeds dominate the area making it hard to walk
through when the lake is dry. The town was hit by a tornado several times leaving the town
to only rebuild. Later after the last tornado hit the town, the towns people decided to leave,
abandoning the entire town. Lake Altus has been expanded to include the town of Lugert, also
creating Lake Lugert.
Lake Altus had its beginnings in 1927 when the city of Altus, Oklahoma built the Altus Dam as a
source of municipal water for the city. Interest in providing irrigation water to farmers in the
region prompted the U.S. Government to authorize construction of a larger reservoir in the
Rivers and Harbors Act of 1938. The dam was to be raised 50 feet to impound more water.
Construction started in 1941 and was interrupted by World War II. Construction resumed in
1944. The dam, as it stands today, was completed in 1947.
Lake Altus-Lugert Dam is a concrete gravity, partially curved structure faced with granite
masonry except on the downstream face of the overflow section. The dam is 110 feet above
foundation and 1,104 feet long. It contains 70,200 cubic yards of concrete and masonry.
Incorporated within the dam section are both controlled and uncontrolled overflow-type spillways and an irrigation outlet works which delivers water into the project canal system. The
58,000 cubic foot per second spillway is regulated by nine radial gates. Lake Altus has a total
capacity of 154,092 acre feet.
Lake Altus, in the scenic Quartz Mountains, offers year-round recreation. Many types of recreational activity are allowed on and around the lake. Water skiing, jet skiing and swimming
are allowed. Fishing is quite popular. The most prevalent species of fish are: black bass, catfish, crappie, hybrid bass, sand bass, walleye and white bass. This lake holds the record for
the largest walleye and hybrid bass caught in Oklahoma. The Quartz Mountain Nature Park is
located at the west edge of the reservoir with all types of public recreation facilities available.
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“IRRIGATION WHEEL LINES”
photograph by Michael Allen
If you fly over the American Southwest and Great Plains, you'll spot "crop circles” – circles
of cropland. The circular pattern is different from the regular patchwork many people
imagine traditional farm fields to be. The shape is the result of the center pivot irrigation, a
development of the post-World War II era that profoundly changed the course of American
food production. In fact, the rise of center pivot irrigation turned the Southwest and the
Plains—an area that had been dry land for more than 100years—into a place that could
sustain thirsty crops.
When visiting the family farm, there's always an image that needs to be captured. My nephew
bought an old wheel line irrigation system (linear, not center pivot). As he repaired and
assembled the pieces of the system, he bunched them together in one of the hay fields. It
definitely made an interesting photograph.
I made this photograph on the Western Sky Farm, Perkins, Oklahoma, in 2018.
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“STENCILS FOR COTTON BALES”
photograph by Michael Allen
Next to an ancient steam cotton compress that hasn't been used for decades was a stencil
workstation. The stencils were used to paint letters and numbers on the compressed rectangular
cotton bales for categorizing purposes. Nowadays, most cotton bales are round, like hay bales.
I'm not sure how they label cotton bales now, but I bet there are computers involved.
I made this photograph at the cotton compress in Altus, Oklahoma, in 2019.
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“QUIK HEAT FAN”

photograph by Michael Allen
My cousin, Bob Mills, owns the fan in the photograph. I made this image with my iPhone XR,
December 6, 2019, in Altus, Oklahoma. Bob shined his cell phone flashlight on the front of the
fan causing the cool shadow on the wall.
This rare circa 1910s –1920s vintage Art Deco design heater fan was made by The Alliance
Mfg. Company of Alliance, Ohio. This heater fan runs smoothly and is whisper-quiet. There
is no on/offswitch. You plug it in to turn it on. When on, the wires heat up and glow red in a
spiderweb pattern, and the fan behind the wires blows the warm air forward.
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“ROLLS-ROYCE SILVER CLOUD II”
photograph by Michael Allen
NO PHOTOSHOP was used on this photograph I made in 1988. Can you figure out how I created
the background and the car reflection without Photoshop? This image was produced on my Mamiya
RB-67 film camera on one piece of film two years
before Photoshop was introduced to creative
professionals. Adobe Photoshop 1.0 was released
on February 19, 1990,for Macintosh exclusively. I
didnʼt know much about Photoshop until I bought
V.3 and my first Mac computer in 1995. Iʼve
been using Mac computers and Photoshop for
twenty-five years. Digital cameras became fairly
accessible and affordable to the public in 1995.
Hereʼs how I made this Rolls-Royce photograph.

Preparation and the Setup: I had an idea on
how to photograph the automobile. I made some
preliminary lighting tests in my backyard at night
sans vehicle. It worked. I wanted a reflection of
the car on the floor and thought, “Whereʼs a shiny
black floor?” I couldnʼt find one.
The Reflection: Early one morningthe Rolls-Royce was driven onto a bare concrete warehouse floor.
The late Alan Mayor (a well-known Nashville photographer) and I laid down black plastic sheeting on
the floor.The car was placed on the sheeting. We then made a lip around the perimeter of the sheeting
using 2"x2" wood sticks – creating a two-inch-high empty pool around the car. We filled the pool with
water, hoping to see a reflection of the Rolls through the camera lens. It took hours to fill the pool with
probably one-hundred gallons of water to achieve a great reflection. There was no floor drain.
The Lighting: I used strobe lighting, and I made a lighting rig using a 2”x2” wood stick with two long
GE Bright Stick fluorescent lights attached inline. I wrapped several color gels around the Bright Sticks.
Then we plugged the lighting rig into a 100' extension cord.
The Exposure: My mediumformatcamera has a separate filmadvance and a separate shutterrelease.
This means I can make multiple exposures on one frame if I donʼt advance the film and use a tripod. I
made a double exposure using four strobes to light the car. Then I unplugged the strobes and turned off
the warehouse ceiling lights. The next exposure was a timed one. I opened the shutter as Alan, wearing
dark clothing, turned on the lighting rig and walked left to right through the background, moving the rig
up and down, creating a wave. At the end of his pass, I closed the shutter. I was sure I had the shot.
Now, it was cleanup time. Since there was no floor drain, it took Alan and me several hours using a shop
vac to suck up the water and mop the floor.
The Result: I made the image I envisioned. The photograph is a triple exposure on one piece of
transparency film. It was a seven-hour shoot with only ten minutes used to photograph the automobile.
The photograph was used on an advertising poster and other promo materials. Archival prints of this
photograph can be purchased in two sizes on my website: www.gmichaelallen.com.
The Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud was a luxury automobile produced by Rolls-Royce Limited from April,
1955, to March, 1966. It was the core model of the Rolls-Royce range during that period.
When I made the Silver Cloud II photograph, country singer David Frizzell owned the vehicle.
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPHS:

“HAY RAKE WHEEL,” “THREE HAY RAKE WHEELS”
and “RAKING THE CLOUDS”
photographs by Michael Allen
The three photographs were made on the Western Sky Farm, Perkins, Oklahoma, in 2019 and
2021.My nephew and farm manager, Allen Worcester, has plenty of wheels laying around the barns
of this working hay farm. A hay rake is an agricultural rake used to collect cut hay into windrows for
later collection by a baller. It was also designed to fluffup the hay and turn it over so that it can dry.

“G. Michael Allen,
stunning. I love the
contrast and angle!”
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Park City, Utah
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“SIGN IN RAILROAD YARD”
photograph by Michael Allen
My cousin Bob Mills, my sister Sylvia Worcester and I can always find somethingto
photograph in our hometown of Altus, Oklahoma. Bob drove Sylvia and me to the
railroad yard on the southside of town. As we were photographing objects, some
railroad workers came over and asked Bob what we were doing. We may have been
trespassing, but there were no fences and “Do Not Enter” signs. I thinkthe railroad
workers thought we were trying to steal their discarded stuff. Bob convinced the
workers we were artists.
One of the best images I made at the railroad yard was this sign. Iʼve never seen one
laying on the ground. I would love to have this sign hanging on my office wall. Iʼm
settling on a 16"x20" print of it.
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPHS:
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLORIDA
photographs by Michael Allen
The photographs were made at Panama City Beach, Florida. I traveled to the
beach between seasons: summer and before the arrival of the “snowbirds.” It
was cold and rainy. There was a red tide. But any day at the beach is a great one.
Panama City Beach

Balcony Chair

This photograph is not a black/white
one. Look closely for the color. It was
almost sunset. Thereʼs some subtle
details in this photograph.

With the red tide and stormy weather, I spent
time looking at the Gulf of Mexico from my
balcony chair. The sun came out long enough
to photograph the highlightsand shadows on
the chair.

Beach Chair
It was overcast with no sun worshipers on
the beach when I captured this image.

Beach Chair Row
Itʼs obvious I made this photograph
between seasons.
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPHS:

“1959 CADILLAC” and “1959 CADILLAC TAIL FIN”
photographs by Michael Allen
One of the most fascinating car designs of the 1950ʼs was General Motorsʼ Cadillac
1959 models. The models were designed under the direction of Bill Mitchell,
Chuck Jordan, and Dave Holls.
During my last semester at the ArtCenter College of Design in the Spring of 1971, I
interviewed for a General Motors automobile design job with Roger Martin and Dave
Holls. They offered me a job. There was a hiring freeze, and GM couldnʼt put me to
work right away because of a recession in the automobile industry.Dave Holls and
Michael Lamm authored a fabulous book: A Century of Automotive Style: 100 Years
Of American Car Design.
The 1959 GM line of automobile designs was considered a breakthrough from previous
designs of General Motorsʼ past. However, it was VirgilExnerʼs 1957 Chrysler line that
created a fresh, new styling look for the auto industry that attracted many consumers.
Exnerʼs 1957 two-door hardtop, particularly the Plymouth model, had delicate, shallow
roofs low, clean belt-lines,lots of glass, nicely proportioned fins and a great lack of
ornamentation; all of which shocked General Motors designers. The restyling for the
1959 Cadillac models resulted in tail-finsof great proportions. However, many people
have admired these models for years.
The fin design, in automotive history, was represented in many other manufacturers
styling themes throughout the world for a little more than a decade. However, it was
Cadillac that offered a fin design dating back to the 1948 Cadillac models.
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“BONE & BASS”

photograph by Michael Allen
I began playing the trombone in 4th grade. That beginning led to playing eight musical
instruments in the elementary, middle, high school bands and in the college bands. I played
trombone, bass horn and string bass in our championship high school band, “That Altus
Band.” My trombone in the photograph is a Conn Coprion trombone (8-inch,one piece
copper bell). My parents bought it for me in 1958 when I was in the 8th grade.
Our middle and high school band director taught me how to play the string bass in the 8th
grade. Our director majored in String Bass in college. My string bass in the photograph is a
1942 Kay, 3/4size. Itʼs a great bass for playing jazz. Thatʼs the music genre I loved playing the
most. I acquired this bass in 1982.

“G. Michael Allen, this is a
stunning picture!!!!”
Robert Redford
Park City, Utah
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPHS:
“TURKEY CREEK & DEADWOOD and TURKEY CREEK”
photographs by Michael Allen
Every kid growing up in Jackson County, Oklahoma, has fished on Turkey Creek. I did.
I made these two photographs on a bridge crossing the creek, facing in opposite directions.
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“TIRE & FENDER”
photograph by Michael Allen
This tire and fender is on 1930s street rod. I made this photograph at the “Good Guys
Nationals” outdoor car show at the Tennessee Titans football stadium parking lot in Nashville,
Tennessee. Over 2,000cars are displayed at this yearly event.
From 1975 through 1980 I photographed over 2.000 vehicles for their owners at all
the major indoor and outdoor custom and hot rod car shows, border-to-border and
coast-to-coast. I was also a Contributing Editor for these national automotive
magazines: Street Rodder, Truckin’, Custom Rodder, and Street Rodder Illustrated.
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“SUNSET AT WESTERN SKY FARM”
photograph by Michael Allen
I almost missed supper on the farm making this photograph. I couldn’t leave my view of
this gorgeous sunset until darkness arrived. I made over fifty images in various stages.
Every shot was spectacular. I eventually ate supper.
When photographing sunsets, I make as many images as I can. The lighting is always
changing – almost by the minute. Sunsets change in color, intensity and with changing
cloud formations. As I'm shooting the sunset show, I always look behind me. There
could be an interesting scene to photograph, too.
I keep shooting through the golden and blue hours. I don't leave my location until it's
completely dark. The show isn't over until you need a flashlight.

Western Sky Farm is a working hay farm in Perkins, Oklahoma.
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“WINDMILL AT WESTERN SKY FARM”
photograph by Michael Allen
Windmills are used to lift water from the aquifer to directly irrigate crops or to pipe water
from one location, such as a reservoir or pond, to a location where water is required.
This is direct wind-to-water power, a mechanical means of moving water.
I made this windmill photograph on the Western Sky Farm, Perkins, Oklahoma. The
windmill image is integrated into the farm logo, signage and advertising. Please check
out the farm website: www.westernskyfarm.net
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“BARBED WIRE”
photograph by Michael Allen
Thereʼs always interesting things to photograph on the Western Sky Farm, Perkins,
Oklahoma. Near one of the barns I spotted a pile of barbed wire. Iʼve only seen barbed
wire fences. I cranked up the camera and made a unique photograph.
Barbed wire is often cited by historians as the invention that truly tamed the West.
Herding large numbers of cattle on open terrain required significant manpower just
to catch strays, but with an inexpensive method to divide, sub-divide and allocate
parcels of land to control the movement of cattle, the need for a vast labor force
became unnecessary. By the beginning of the 20thcentury the need for significant
numbers of cowboys was not necessary.
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“WILD HORSE CREEK”
photograph by Michael Allen
Wild Horse Creek runs through the Western Sky Farm, Perkins, Oklahoma. The Creek
looks different now since the Cimarron River flooded the entire farm in 2019. The
flood waters reached the top of fence post in the photograph. Iʼm glad I made the
photograph when I did.
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“1939 GRAHAM ‘SHARKNOSE’”
photograph by Michael Allen
Just a few people know of this Graham’s existence, a little more than 8,000 Sharknoses
were built during its production run of 1938 –1940. It’s a remarkable design with its
slanted front end with its uncharacteristic square headlamps to the rounded shape of
both front and rear fenders. It’s one of America’s most distinctive prewar car designs.
The Sharknose’s forward-leaning front end was created by one of the industry’s
most underrated designers, Amos Northup. His clear vision towards the future and
aerodynamic efficiency, combined with his immense amount of creativity, helped create
a sensational automobile.
The design was originally called the “Spirit of Motion,” but the nickname “Sharknose”
was what old-car enthusiasts preferred.
I made this photograph at the “Good Guys Nationals” outdoor car show at the
Tennessee Titans football stadium parking lot in Nashville, Tennessee. Over 2,000 cars
are displayed at this yearly event.
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“Lighthouse at Sunset”
photograph by Michael Allen
Lake Hefner is a reservoir in northwestern Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. It was built in 1947
to expand the water supply for Oklahoma City. It also serves as a major recreational
destination and is surrounded by 9.5 miles of bicycle trails. The capacity of the lake is
75,000 acre-feet. Lake Hefner covers 2,500 acres and averages 29 feet deep.
At the East Wharf of the Lake are several upscale restaurants, a marina and a
lighthouse. I made this photograph from the bank between two restaurants on March
31, 2020, during the Covid-19 virus pandemic. The restaurants were closed. Social
distancing was in effect. People weren’t restricted in outdoor activities. I talked to
several amateur photographers who were taking advantage of the fabulous weather to
follow the sun. Like me, the photogs had been experiencing “cabin fever” because of
rain, gray skies and the Corona Virus.
The “Lighthouse at East Wharf,” constructed in 1999, is a 36-foot working replica of the
second oldest lighthouse in America at Brandt Point near Nantucket, Massachusetts.
In my photograph at the end of the lighthouse peninsula you’ll view a silhouette of a
couple sitting on a bench enjoying the “golden hour.”

“Lighthouse at East Wharf”

This print is available.
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“Lighthouse at East Wharf”
photograph by Michael Allen
A lighthouse in the middle of the state of Oklahoma? Why not?
Lake Hefner is a reservoir in northwestern Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. It was built in 1947
to expand the water supply for Oklahoma City. It also serves as a major recreational
destination and is surrounded by 9.5 miles of bicycle trails. The capacity of the lake is
75,000 acre-feet. Lake Hefner covers 2,500 acres and averages 29 feet deep. At the
East Wharf of the Lake are several upscale restaurants, a marina and a lighthouse.
The “Lighthouse at East Wharf,” constructed in 1999, is a 36-foot working replica of the
second oldest lighthouse in America at Brandt Point near Nantucket, Massachusetts.
The Lighthouse at East Wharf is a classic example at the coastal beacons that stood
watch over a 300-year period of manned light stations. With technology, light stations
now are fully automated and no longer need lighthouse keepers. The Lighthouse at
East Wharf is a member of the U.S. Lighthouse Society. The Society was founded to
assist in the preservation and restoration of light stations – the symbols of our nation’s
maritime heritage.
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“Fishing at Sunset”
photograph by Michael Allen
Being a weather-watcher in “Tornado Alley” since I was a kid, I was checking the clouds
between the raindrops on a stormy day in Oklahoma City, April 2020. Then, the late
afternoon clouds began floating away. So, I headed to one of my favorite locations for
photography, the East Wharf of Lake Hefner, five minutes from the house. Upon my
arrival, I viewed the clouds splitting away in front of the sun – a beautiful sunset with
passing clouds appeared. Snap, snap! After the golden and blue hours, it was dark;
the show was over. Time to go home. I was so thrilled with the images I captured that I
didn’t realize I tracked mud into the house. What a mess! What a sunset!
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“Huber-Warco 9-D Motor Grader (1963)”
photograph by Michael Allen
The original “Huber Manufacturing Company” was founded in 1863 by Edward Huber
and Lewis Gunn in Marion, Ohio to manufacture farm implements then quickly moved
into the growing steam tractor manufacturing industry. While many steam tractor
manufacturers focused on agriculture applications the Huber Company directed their
innovation efforts toward the growing road construction industry developing the first
gasoline and diesel engine traction machines including rollers, packers, and eventually
road graders.
Huber machines have been marketed worldwide over the years, with ownership of
the brand changing hands several times. In 1955 Huber merged with the W.A. Riddell
Company and became known as the more familiar Huber-Warco brand with a broad
array of products including a full range of motor graders, maintainers, packers of all
types, seal coating machines, and even hydraulic rough terrain cranes. Visit the Huber
museum web site at www.hubermuseum.com to learn more Huber history.
The motor grader in this photograph is owned by my nephew, Allen Worcester. He uses
it on the family farm and on jobs by his construction company. Allen loves to use older
equipment that doesn’t have electronic devices and computer modules. He says it’s
easier and cheaper to make repairs.
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“1949 Mercury Custom Car Grille”
photograph by Michael Allen
I photographed this Merc custom car at an outdoor rod & custom show with my iPhone
XR. It was a hot, cloudless Saturday afternoon with a heat index of 115º. My photo
assistant was Dianna Breedlove, whose uncle Craig is known for his LSR cars. In the
bright sunlight it’s impossible to see the screen of a smart phone to make a photograph.
So a few days before the show, being a pro product designer, I designed and built a
rough prototype of a hood/box out of foamcore board and duct tape to place my iPhone
inside, creating a satisfying view without the sun’s rays striking my phone screen. It
worked great. Many visitors at the show watched my hood/box and me hover around
the cars on display. One visitor figured out what I was doing and complimented me on
my design.
A custom car is a passenger vehicle that has been altered to improve its performance,
replacing the engine and transmission and made into a personal “styling” statement with
body modifications, custom paint and aftermarket accessories. Usually with a custom
car, the original grille is heavily modified or.substituted with the grille from a completely
different make, model and year car. Such is the case with this custom Mercury, using
1951-1953 DeSoto grille teeth.
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“Here’s Looking at You, Kid.”
1958 Chevrolet Corvette
photograph by Michael Allen
In an era of chrome and four headlamps, the Corvette adapted to the look of the day.
The 1958 model year and the four that followed all had the exposed four-headlamp
treatment and prominent grilles, but a faux-louvered hood and chrome trunk spears
were unique to 1958. The interior and instruments were updated, including placing a
tachometer directly in front of the driver. For the 1958 model, an 8000 rpm tachometer
was used with the 270 hp and 290 hp engines, rather than the 6000 rpm units used
in the lower horsepower engines. Optional engine choices included two with twin
carburetors (including a 270 hp model with Carter 2613S and 2614S WCFB fourbarrels) and two with fuel injection. Power output for the highest rated fuel-injected
engine was 290 hp. Displacement remained 283 cid. For the first time, seat belts were
factory-installed rather than being dealer-installed as on previous models. Rare options
were RPO 684 heavy-duty brakes and suspension, RPO 579 250 hp engine (554),
RPO 276 15”×5.5” wheels
I photographed this Vette at an outdoor rod & custom show in Nashville, Tennessee.
“Here’s looking at you, kid.”
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“Dodge Truck”

photograph by Michael Allen
For 1939, Dodge rolled out a striking, modern design, new from the ground up, offering an
exceptionally large number of available variants. The new, “Job-Rated” Dodge trucks were
completely representative of the “Streamline Moderne,” Art Deco based style, inspired by
aerodynamic design, and characterized by elongated horizontal lines and curving forms, giving
the impression of sleekness and modernity.
The all new, all-steel cabs featured a front-end design with a barrel-shaped base, and a sharp Vshaped grille; long, sleek, crowned front and rear fenders, with embossed “speed lines” on the
lower rears of each fender – and a new sloped, two-piece windshield, that could be opened for
increased airflow. The headlamps were still free-standing and were mounted in bullet-shaped
pods. From the half-tons to the three-ton models, the new trucks all featured the same
distinctive design – the heavy-duty models only stood out taller on larger wheels and tires.
The unique styling of the trucks was only really changed in 1940, when Dodge trucks began
using sealed-beam headlamps and were equipped with marker lights mounted on the headlamp
housing. After 1940, year-to-year appearance changes were very minimal. The grille design was
slightly changed again in 1941, and this style continued through 1947, except for the lower
chrome strips, which were omitted post war.
Six different payload classes, a wide range of bodies, and more than twenty different
wheelbase-lengths were manufactured, and fitted with different sized versions of the Chryslersourced inline six-cylinder side-valve engines — from the half-ton TC pickup on a 116-inch
wheelbase to three-ton tractor cabs. Nevertheless, mechanically, the trucks were all very similar,
with solid axles front and rear and leaf springs at all four corners. With World War II taking up
most of production capacity from 1942 to 1945, the 1939 styling continued largely unchanged
through 1947, as engineering and production became the main focus.
The Dodge trucks enjoyed some popularity before the war and had progressed to the W-series
model name. Dodge turned to mostly military production in 1942. When they resumed sales
post-war, they continued as the 1946 Dodge W-series.
I made this photograph of my cousin’s 1946 Dodge Truck. It’s been on the family farm since my
uncle bought it in the 1940s. It’s been in the farm’s barn for seven years until my cousin rolled it
out in the Spring of 2021. My cousin plans to get it cranked up but keep the rustic look for now.
I’m ready to go for a ride.
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“Summer Scarlet Lily”

photograph by Michael Allen
The Summer Scarlet Lily is a genetically dwarf LA Hybrid variety that requires no “plant growth
regulators” and is perfect for containers. Large 8" upward facing clear red flowers on naturally
short and sturdy stems. Produces 4-6 flowers per stem; 63 days to force.
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPH:
“Horse and Saddle”

photograph by Michael Allen
I made this photograph on the Western Sky Farm, Perkins, Oklahoma, of Hazel – “the Wonder
Horse” and a worn-out saddle. Some feathered friends have found another use for the saddle –
a nest.
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ABOUT THE PHOTO
“1955 Pontiac”

photograph by Michael Allen
Typical for the 1955 Pontiacs is the design with two wide "Silver Streaks" running the length of the
hood. The hood ornament “Indian” was amber plastic that lit up when the headlights were turned on.
Pontiac’s origins date back to the Oakland Motor Car, which was founded in 1907 in Pontiac,
Michigan, by Edward Murphy, a horse-drawn carriage manufacturer. In 1909, Oakland became part
of General Motors, a conglomerate formed the previous year by another former buggy company
executive, William Durant. The first Pontiac model made its debut as part of the Oakland line in the
1920s. The car, which featured a six-cylinder engine, proved so popular that the Oakland name was
eventually dropped and Pontiac became its own GM division by the early 1930s.
Pontiac was initially known for making sedans; however, by the 1960s it had gained acclaim for its
fast, sporty “muscle cars,” including the GTO, the Firebird and the Trans Am. The GTO, which
was developed by auto industry maverick John DeLorean, was named after a Ferarri coupe, the
Gran Turismo Omologato. According to The New York Times: “More than any other G.M. brand,
Pontiac stood for performance, speed and sex appeal.” Pontiacs were featured in such movies as
1977’s “Smokey and the Bandit,” in which actor Burt Reynolds drove a black Pontiac Trans Am,
and the 1980s hit TV show “Knight Rider,” which starred a Pontiac Trans Am as KITT, a talking
car with artificial intelligence, alongside David Hasselhoff as crime fighter Michael Knight. My
great friend, Rebecca Holden, also appeared in “Knight Rider” as April Curtis, the chief mechanic
for KITT in Season 2. I visited with John DeLorean in the 1970s at a recreational vehicle industry
trade show in Louisville, Kentucky, and showed him my design portfolio. He liked my designs.
By the mid-1980s, Pontiac’s sales reached their peak. Experts believe GM hurt the Pontiac brand
in the 1970s and 1980s by opting for a money-saving strategy requiring Pontiacs to share
platforms with cars from other divisions. In 2008, General Motors, which had been the world’s topselling automaker since the early 1930s, lost the No. 1 position to Japan-based Toyota. That
same year, GM, with sales slumping in the midst of a global recession, was forced to ask the
federal government for a multi-billion-dollar loan to remain afloat. On April 27, 2009, as part of its
reorganization plan, GM announced it would phase out the Pontiac brand by 2010. A little over a
month later, on June 1, GM filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection, becoming the fourthlargest bankruptcy in U.S. history.
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ABOUT THE PHOTO
“Bath Lake
Medicine Park, Oklahoma”
photograph by Michael Allen
Medicine Park is a town in Comanche County, Oklahoma, situated in the Wichita Mountains near
the entrance to the 60,000-acre Wichita Mountain Wildlife Refuge. Medicine Park has a long history
as a vintage cobblestone resort town. Many of the original structures are constructed of naturallyformed cobblestones—these red granite cobblestones are unique to the Wichita Mountains.
Medicine Park was founded on July 4, 1908, by Elmer Thomas, a lawyer and future U.S. senator. In
the spring of 1906, five years after the establishment of the Wichita Mountains National Forest,
Thomas envisioned the need not only for a recreational area but for a permanent water source for
the newly founded nearby city of Lawton. Wichita Mountains National Forest in 1936 became the
Wichita Mounts Wildlife Refuge.
When the resort first opened, it consisted merely of a large surplus Army tent with a wooden floor
where hot meals were served. Two dams were constructed on Medicine Creek to form Bath Lake
Swimming Hole, and a limited number of campsites were constructed.
Tourists came to Medicine Park from around Oklahoma and North Texas. Soon, there were two
inns—the Outside Inn and the Apache Inn. Bob Wills and The Texas Playboys became regulars at
the Dance Hall from 1929 through the late 1930s. Soon numerous other famous bands of the day
made their way through Medicine Park en route to big city venues in Oklahoma City, Dallas, and
Fort Worth.
The nearby Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge and Lake Lawtonka attracted thousands of people
each weekend and throughout the seasons. Medicine Park became the “playground” for the state’s
rich, famous and notorious. Outlaws and horse thieves mixed with noted politicians and
businessmen, soldiers and officers from Fort Sill, families, and socialites in the new cobblestone
community. The pages of the town’s colorful history are filled with such figures as Will Rogers, Wiley
Post, Frank Phillips, Al Capone, Bonnie and Clyde, Pretty Boy Floyd, Lil Hardin Armstrong, Colonel
Jack Abernathy, Les Brown, Roy Rogers, and Dale Evans.
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ABOUT THE PHOTO
“Heart of Steel”

photograph by Michael Allen
I made this photograph of a rebar hook in a block of concrete casting a shadow
on the Western Sky Farm, Perkins, Oklahoma.
Happy Valentine's Day friends. You have a "Heart of Steel."
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ABOUT THE PHOTO
“Common Milkweed”

photograph by Michael Allen
Common milkweed (Asclepias syriaca) is a species of flowering plant that can
grow to six feet tall. It is native to southern Canada and much of the United
States east of the Rocky Mountains, excluding the drier parts of the prairies. It
grows in sandy soils as well as other kinds of soils in sunny areas. Milkweed
plants are the food source of Monarch butterflies. So when you plant milkweed,
the butterflies will come.
While on the Western Sky Farm in Perkins, Oklahoma, my sister, nephew and
I spotted several weeds. They looked interesting. My sister wanted one. My
nephew dug up several weeds and placed them in plastic pales for the
ride home.
I photographed this milkweed in my sister's backyard in Oklahoma City.
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ABOUT THE PHOTO
“Christmas Eve Sunset”

photograph by Michael Allen
Spending time on the Western Sky Farm in Perkins, Oklahoma, is always
exciting. There are many things to photograph on this working hay farm,
especially sunsets.
When photographing sunsets, I make as many images as I can. The lighting is
always changing – almost by the minute. Sunsets change in color, intensity
and with changing cloud formations. As I'm shooting the sunset show, I always
look behind me. There could be an interesting scene to photograph, too.
I keep shooting through the golden and blue hours. I don't leave my location
until it's completely dark. The show isn't over until you need a flashlight.
I made over 40 exposures of this sunset on Christmas Eve 2021. I like this
image the best.
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ABOUT THE PHOTO
“Tenor Sax”

photograph by Michael Allen
I photographed this tenor saxophone on the east bank of the Cumberland
River in downtown Nashville, Tennessee. This horn belongs to Illinois-based
musician, Jeff Wisely. We were on the east bank photographing Jeff and his
sax for a CD design. On this photograph Jeff is holding his sax by its neck
against the rusted metal background.
The tenor saxophone is a medium-sized member of the saxophone family, a
group of instruments invented by Adolphe Sax in the 1840s. The tenor and the
alto are the two most commonly used saxophones.
The tenor saxophone uses a larger mouthpiece, reed and ligature than the alto
and soprano saxophones. Visually, it is easily distinguished by the curve in its
neck, or its crook, near the mouthpiece. The alto saxophone lacks this and its
neck goes straight to the mouthpiece. The tenor saxophone is most
recognized for its ability to blend well with the soprano, alto and baritone
saxophones, with its “husky” yet “bright” tone.
Tenor sax has been an important solo instrument in jazz music. Famous and
influential players include Coleman Hawkins, Lester Young, Ben Webster,
Dexter Gordon, Wardell Gray, Stan Getz, Sonny Rollins, John Coltrane, and
Wayne Shorter. The work of younger players such as Michael Brecker and
Chris Potter has been an important influence in more recent jazz.
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ABOUT THE PHOTO
“Nashville Calla Lily”

photograph by Michael Allen
Calla Lily “Nashville” (Zantedeschia “Nashville”) is an elegant bi-colored flower.
Its sculptural petals have creamy-yellow centers that blend with violet-magenta,
as if swept by the stroke of a brush. At 10–12 inches tall, they make great
container plants and are an excellent choice as a border for perennial plants.
Calla Lily “Nashville” makes a great addition to a habitat friendly garden;
butterflies and hummingbirds love them too! Hardy in zones 8-11, they can be
grown in cooler zones as annuals.
I made this photograph in Oklahoma City.
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ABOUT THE PHOTO
“Butterfly Weed”

photograph by Michael Allen
The Butterfly Weed (Asclepias tuberosa) is a species of milkweed native to
eastern and southwestern North America. It is commonly known as butterfly
weed because of the butterflies that are attracted to the plant by its color and
its copious production of nectar. It is also a larval food plant of the queen and
monarch butterflies, as well as the dogbane tiger moth, milkweed tussock
moth, and the unexpected cycnia.
It is a perennial plant growing to (1 ft 0 in – 3 ft 3 in) tall, with clustered orange
or yellow flowers from early summer to early autumn. The leaves are spirally
arranged, lanceolate, 2" to 5" long and about 1" broad.
In addition to the classic bright orange, there is also a variety of butterfly weed
that blooms in bright yellow. This variety is called "Hello Yellow" and has more
yellowish flowers than ordinary examples of this plant.
I photographed this High Yellow Butterfly Weed in my sister's backyard in
Oklahoma City.
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ABOUT THE PHOTO
“Yellow Daisy”

photograph by Michael Allen
The word "daisy" refers not to one
single type of plant, but plants that
characteristics. Members of the aster
popularly recognized by their attractive
with radiating petals; the petals and
proportion, depending on the type of

produce flowers having common
family, daisy flowers are most
flowers, which have a central disc
central discs vary in color and
plant on which they grow.

Daisies produce flowers that are known
each flower head is made up of many
like a single flower. Daisy flower heads
supported by sepals. Other plants that
flower species like sunflowers,
dandelions.

as "composite flowers," meaning that
tiny flowers, grown together to look
grow at the end of a terminal shoot,
grow composite flower heads include
chrysanthemums, dahlias and

The outer parts of the of the daisy head
flowers are generally attractive but
are fused together to form what looks
the daisy head is made up of many tiny
radiate symmetrically from the center of
part of the daisy head that produce

are known as the ray flowers. Ray
sterile. The large petals of ray flowers
like a single petal. The flat center of
flowers known as disc flowers, which
the disc. These disc flowers are the
seeds.

The physical characteristics of daisies are highly varied from one flower
species to the next. The outer petals, more accurately described as the petals
of the ray flowers, come in many different colors, including yellow, white,
lavender, blue, red and orange. Petals can be serrated or smooth and may be
short or long, compared to the central disc. The central disc is often yellow,
but can come in other colors, like blue, deep red or purple. Daisy fragrances
vary; some daisies have an unpleasant scent meant to attract flies for
pollination.
I photographed this Yellow Daisy in Oklahoma City. This photograph is the first
flower print I made for sale.
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ABOUT THE PHOTO
“Corn with Pumpkin”

photograph by Michael Allen
I made this festive fall photograph in Oklahoma City.
About Corn
Corn as we know it today would not exist if it weren't for the humans that
cultivated and developed it. It is a human invention, a plant that does not exist
naturally in the wild. It can only survive if planted and protected by humans.
Scientists believe people living in central
Mexico developed corn at least 7000 years
ago. It was started from a wild grass called
teosinte. Teosinte looked very different from
our corn today. The kernels were small and
were not placed close together like kernels
on the husked ear of modern corn. Also
known as maize, Indians throughout North
and South America eventually depended
upon this crop for much of their food.
From Mexico maize spread north into the
Southwestern United States and south
down the coast to Peru. About 1000 years
ago, as Indian people migrated north to the
eastern woodlands of present day North
America, they brought corn with them.
Typical corn harvest dates vary across the
country based on a number of factors. That
said, the Corn Belt – the majority producer
of our nation’s corn – typically prepares to begin the fall harvest sometime in
September. Corn harvest time in Oklahoma is from late August to late October.
About Pumpkins
Did you know pumpkins have been grown in North America for almost 5,000
years? It’s a lot of fun to grow this native plant.
There are two requirements to growing pumpkins: Having the space to grow
them and a long growing season, generally from 75 to 100 frost-free days.
Growers in northern locations need to plant by late May; in southern states,
plant by early July.
To have pumpkins ready for Halloween, they should be planted from late May
in northern sites to early July in the southernmost states. If pumpkins are
planted too early, they may become mush before Halloween. Too late, and
they won't be ready in time. In general, they require 75 to 100 frost-free days.
ARCHIVAL PRINT
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ABOUT THE PHOTO
“Fall”

photograph by Michael Allen
The subject matter in this photograph is not real. Look closely. This floral arrangement
is made of fabric flowers and Styrofoam pumpkins and berries from a craft store. For
not being real flowers, this arrangement has great color and composition. I made this
photograph on location in Oklahoma City.
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ABOUT THE PHOTO
“Mum”

photograph by Michael Allen
The White Fuji Spider Mums get their name from their appearance. Spider Mums have
long, tube-like petals that sit freely and loosely like spider legs atop stems. This hardy
mum is a species of the chrysanthemum genus and is widely known around the
world. The chrysanthemum originated in China, and spider mums were thought to
have originated there as well. They are a member of the Asteraceae family and are a
perennial plant. This mum attracts birds, bees and butterflies.
Spider mums are one of the most popular chrysanthemums used in weddings today.
Florists love them for this type of occasion because of their meaning. If a bride carries
them in any color, it means liveliness, but if they are white they represent purity and
truth. In Europe, the spider mum is most commonly associated with death. Here, they
are usually taken to gravesites to remember the dead. It is also thought around the
world that if one were to receive a bouquet of spider mums, it sends the message to
the recipient of “elope with me.” In China, the spider mum symbolizes honorableness.
No matter what the reason is to send the spider mum, it is good to know they can last
as long as 3 weeks after being cut with regular fresh water and a little sunlight.
I made this photograph at a church in Oklahoma City.
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ABOUT THE PHOTO
“Roses and Mums”

photograph by Michael Allen
Yellow roses are used in some of the most popular flower bouquets. As rose lovers divert from
their typical red or white roses, yellow hues have become mainstream for their positive and
lighthearted energy. The yellow rose’s luminosity and spirit make it the perfect gift for friends
and family.
Yellow roses grew wild in the Middle East and
gained international interest in the 18th century.
These flowers were used for medicinal purposes,
confetti and decoration. After some time, the
flowers were crossbred to create various species.
In modern Western culture, the yellow rose
represents friendship and love. The yellow rose’s
joyous character and eye-catching hue make it a
flower that has maintained its timeless beauty
throughout history.
The White Fuji Spider Mums get their name from
their appearance. Spider Mums have long, tubelike petals that sit freely and loosely like spider legs atop stems. This hardy mum is a species of the
chrysanthemum genus and is widely known around the world. The chrysanthemum originated in
China, and spider mums were thought to have originated there as well. They are a member of the
Asteraceae family and are a perennial plant. This mum attracts birds, bees and butterflies.
Spider mums are one of the most popular chrysanthemums used in weddings today. Florists
love them for this type of occasion because of their meaning. If a bride carries them in any color,
it means liveliness, but if they are white they represent purity and truth. In Europe, the spider
mum is most commonly associated with death. Here, they are usually taken to gravesites to
remember the dead. It is also thought around the world that if one were to receive a bouquet of
spider mums, it sends the message to the recipient of “elope with me.” In China, the spider
mum symbolizes honorableness. No matter what the reason is to send the spider mum, it is
good to know they can last as long as 3 weeks after being cut with regular fresh water and a
little sunlight.
I made this photograph at a church in Oklahoma City.
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ABOUT THE PHOTO
“Yellow Daylilies”

photograph by Michael Allen
Yellow Daylilies have a bright yellow color with a lovely scent, making it an ideal option
for any garden. It does not require much time and maintenance. It is a reliable plant to
give your garden the desired look without stress.
Yellow Daylily belongs to the genus Hemerocallis and the species of lilioasphodelus.
The flowers are parted, approximately 3 to 4 inches wide, with combined petals and
sepals having smooth edges which unite and spread outward to form a trumpetshaped structure. The plant is commonly found in China, Italy, Slovenia, North America,
eastern Asia, and Europe, cultivated chiefly for its food and medicinal properties
.I made this photograph at my sister’s front yard flower bed in Oklahoma City.
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ABOUT THE PHOTO
“Bee with Flower”

photograph by Michael Allen
Salvia officinalis, the common sage or just sage, is a perennial, evergreen subshrub,
with woody stems, grayish leaves, and blue to purplish flowers. It is a member of the
mint family Lamiaceae and native to the Mediterranean region, though it has been
naturalized in many places throughout the world. It has a long history of medicinal and
culinary use, and in modern times it has been used as an ornamental garden plant. The
common name "sage" is also used for closely related species and cultivars.
It was hard to catch the bee in the right place – before he attacked the flower. I made
15 photos of this subject, and I was lucky to get this shot. I made this photograph in
Oklahoma City.
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ABOUT THE PHOTO
“Flying High in my ‘55”

photograph by Michael Allen
In the late 1960s I wrecked my 1955 Chevrolet late one night while traveling in southern
Tennessee on US Hwy. 31. Interstate 65 wasn't built at this time. I had just finished a
summer job in Alabama and was heading to Nashville to the Southwestern Company
home office and then back to college in Oklahoma. I dozed off and clipped a guideline
wire to a utility pole in a farmer's front yard. I definitely stopped and surveyed the
damage. The pole and wire were okay. The farmer was awaken and came out in his
pajamas to see what all the commotion was about. I said I wasn't injured and drove
away. Later, in Oklahoma my car was totaled.
I saved the hood ornament and the trunk nameplate from this soon-to-be a classic '55
Chevy. That's my hood ornament in this photograph.
This is a composite photograph where I combined the sky with the hood ornament. I
photographed the sky while I was an exhibitor at the outdoor 2022 Stillwater
(Oklahoma) Art Festival.
I wish I still had my Chevy. I would be "Flying High in my '55."
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Michael Allen Photographic Prints
Order Form
NO. OF COPIES____Windmill at Western Sky Farm – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Windmill – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Sunset at Western Sky Farm – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Sunset –16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Bone & Bass – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Bone & Bass – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____1959 Cadillac – 8"x10" @ $23.00____1959 Cadillac – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____1959 Cadillac Tail Fin – 8"x10" @ $23.00____1959 Cadillac Tail Fin – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Barbed Wire – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Barbed Wire – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES___Tire & Fender – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Tire & Fender – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Daisy – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Daisy –16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Corn with Pumpkin – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Corn with Pumpkin – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Fall – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Fall – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Beach Chair – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Beach Chair – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Panama City Beach – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Panama City Beach – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Balcony Chair at the Beach – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Balcony Chair – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Turkey Creek – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Turkey Creek – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Turkey Creek & Deadwood – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Turkey Creek – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Wild Horse Creek – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Wild Horse Creek – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Lake Altus-Lugert Dam – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Lake Altus-Lugert Dam – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Quik Heat Fan – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Quik Heat Fan – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Stencils for Cotton Bales – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Stencils – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Sign in Railroad Yard – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Sign in Railroad Yard – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Irrigation Wheel Lines – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Irrigation Wheel Lines – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Hay Rake Wheel – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Hay Rake Wheel – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Three Hay Rake Wheels – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Three Hay Rake Wheels – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Beach Chair Row – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Beach Chair Row – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Rolls-Royce – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Rolls-Royce – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Xenia Coupe – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Xenia Coupe – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Lucille’s Gas Station – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Lucille’s Gas Station – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Gas Pump Globe – 8"x10" @ $20300____Gas Pump Globe – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____1939 Graham “Sharknose” – 8"x10" @ $23.00____1939 Graham – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Lighthouse at Sunset – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Lighthouse at Sunset – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Lighthouse at East Wharf – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Lighthouse – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Fishing at Sunset – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Fishing at Sunset – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____1949 Mercury Custom Car Grille – 8"x10" @ $23.00____1949 Mercury – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Huber-Warco 9-D Motor Grader – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Motor Grader – 16”x20” @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Here’s Looking – 1958 Corvette – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Here’s Looking – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Dodge Truck – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Dodge Truck – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Summer Scarlet Lily – 8"x10" @ $2300____Summer Scarlet Lily – 16"x20" @ $45.00
______ total number of prints
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SUBTOTAL
Add 4.5% sales tax (Okla. residents only)
USPS First Class Postage and handlingfor 1st 8"x10" print-$4.50
USPS Retail Ground Postage and handlingfor 1st 16"x20" print -$9.50
P & H for each additional print -$1.00
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___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________

ORDERED BY ________________________________________________________________________
STREET/APT NO. ______________________________________________________________________

CITY/STATE/ZIP_______________________________________________________________________
PHONE (________)_____________________________________________________________________

MAKE YOUR CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: InCahootsFilm EntertainmentLLC PLEASE MAIL THIS ORDER FORM WITH
YOUR PAYMENT TO: InCahoots Film EntertainmentLLC, 6501Southshore Drive, Oklahoma City, OK 73162.Please allow 2 weeks
for delivery. All prices are subject to change without notice.

Michael Allen Photographic Prints
Order Form
NO. OF COPIES____Horse and Saddle – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Horse and Saddle – 16"x20" @ $45.00
____Horse and Saddle – 24"x36" @ $115.00
NO. OF COPIES____Bath Lake – Medicine Park, OK – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Bath Lake – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Raking the Clouds – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Raking the Clouds – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____1955 Pontiac – 8"x10" @ $23.00____1955 Pontiac – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Heart of Steel – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Heart of Steel – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Common Milkweed – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Common Milkweed – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Christmas Eve Sunset – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Christmas Eve Sunset – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Tenor Sax – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Tenor Sax – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Nashville Calla Lily – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Nashville Calla Lily – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Butterfly Weed – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Butterfly Weed – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Mum – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Mum – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Roses and Mums – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Roses and Mums – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Yellow Daylilies – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Yellow Daylilies – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Bee with Flowers – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Bee with Flowers – 16"x20" @ $45.00
NO. OF COPIES____Flying High in my ‘55 – 8"x10" @ $23.00____Flying High in my ‘55 16"x20" @ $45.00

______ total number of prints

visit www.gmichaelallen.com

SUBTOTAL
Add 4.5% sales tax (Okla. residents only)
USPS First Class Postage and handlingfor 1st 8"x10" print-$4.50
USPS Retail Ground Postage and handlingfor 1st 16"x20" print -$9.50
P & H for each additional print -$1.00
TOTAL

___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________

ORDERED BY ________________________________________________________________________
STREET/APT NO. ______________________________________________________________________

CITY/STATE/ZIP_______________________________________________________________________
PHONE (________)_____________________________________________________________________

MAKE YOUR CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: InCahootsFilm EntertainmentLLC PLEASE MAIL THIS ORDER FORM WITH
YOUR PAYMENT TO: InCahoots Film EntertainmentLLC, 6501Southshore Drive, Oklahoma City, OK 73162.Please allow 2 weeks
for delivery. All prices are subject to change without notice.

